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R. Hartshorne3;Í5Algebraic Geometry6([19])¥½ÂDma²¡*Ü, ùp, ·r§¡Ǒ²*ÜDm. ù´Æ Ø©Ø%ïÄé. Ó, Æ Ø©¥ïÄnÆÝ
Dmþ Æ(, ¿XÆÓ. 3qV/nØ¥, <o´¤kÑ´. 3Æ Ø©¥, ·Ø´.1Ù, ·éÆ Ø©k'ïÄ9uÄ?10, ¿Vã
Æ Ø©Ìó.1Ù, ·½Â filtered{4, §´4í2. ·[ïÄ filtered{4ÜþÈm$5, ¿A^DmþÜþÈ þ. 1nÙ, ·½Â/e , ±9 ÜþÈ¼fÚ H om¼f, ùü¼f3 Æ¥åX­^. R. Hartshorne3;Í [19]¥Ñ, dÛÜgd ) ÜþÈ¼fÚ H om¼f´é. ·3½n 3.1¥y²d?¿ý ) ÜþÈ¼fH om¼f´é, ù½ní2
 R.
Hartshorne(J, ¿A^½n 4.2y²¥.1oÙ, ·£²*ÜDmÚ AbelÆ'u\{g¼f²*Ü½Â, ¿3½n 4.1 ¥y²²*ÜDmþ ÆÓuDmþ Æ'u ÜþÈ¼f²*Ü, = (OX ⋉ F ) − SMod ∼=
(OX − SMod) ⋉ (F ⊗ −). |^1nÙ½n 3.1¥y²é, ·Ì½n
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In [19], R. Hartshorne defines a sort of trivial infinitesimal extension of a ringed
space, which we call it the trivial extension ringed space and which is the core of this
paper. Also, in this thesis, we study the category of sheaves of modules on a triangular
matrix ringed space, and obtain a series of isomorphisms of categories. In the theory of
variety and scheme, people always require all rings to be commutative. While in this
thesis, we don’t require rings to be commutative.
In chapter one, we give a brief introduction of the background and recent develop-
ments related to this thesis, and make a systemic exposition of our main results.
In chapter two, we define the filtered colimit of modules, which generalizes the
concept of direct limit of modules, and study the interaction between the filtered colimit
of modules and the tensor product of modules, which is applied to the tensor product
of sheaves on a ringed space.
In chapter three, we define the sheaf of modules in the non-commutative case,
together with two important functors in the category of sheaves of modules, named
tensor product functor of sheaves and H om functor of sheaves, which are proved to
be an adjoint pair in Theorem 3.1. This theorem generalized the result in [19] by R.
Hartshorne, which is only stated in locally free case, and it is applied to the proof of
Theorem 4.2.
In chapter four, we recall the definition of trivial extension ringed space and that
of the trivial extension of an abelian category via an additive endofunctor, and prove
in Theorem 4.1 that the category of sheaves of left modules on a trivial extension















modules on the original ringed space via a tensor product functor of sheaves, i.e.,
(OX ⋉F )−SMod ∼= (OX−SMod)⋉ (F ⊗−). Then we apply the adjointness proved
in Theorem 3.1 in chapter three to the trivial extension ringed space, and obtain our
main result in Theorem 4.2, which generalized the result in [9] by R. M. Fossum, P. A.
Griffith and I. Reiten.
In chapter five, we define the triangular matrix ringed space, and present a
description of the category of sheaves of modules on it. Then we prove in Corollary 5.1
that the category of morphisms of sheaves of modules on a ringed space is isomorphic







 − SMod, and finally we get a series of isomorphisms of
categories by using Theorem 4.2 in chapter four.
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1Ù Úó´.3êAÛ¥,  ª´é­Vg, §N
 ÛÜ5. é ªL§þ´4. Ǒ
·3/e?ØJøÄ:, 31Ù¥, ·½Â filtered{4, §´4í2. 3½n 2.1¥, ·Ñ filtered{4(Ú filtered{4(.½n 2.1  I ´ filteredÆ, F : I → R´¼f, G : I → Ab, H : I → Ab´ F− filteredXÚ, K
(1) coli−→mF 3;
(2)  coli−→mG = (M, ρi), coli−→mF = (A, αi), KM ´ A−, é?¿ i ∈ obI ,
ai ∈ F (i), mi ∈ G(i), k ρi(aimi) = αi(ai)ρi(mi);
(3)  coli−→mH = (M ′, ρ′i), ϕ = {ϕi : G(i) → H(i) | i ∈ obI } : G → H ´g,C, é?¿ i ∈ obI , ϕi : G(i) → H(i)´ Ai−Ó, K3 A−Ó
ϕ : M →M ′,  ϕρi = ρ′iϕi.|^þã½n, ·y²
½n 2.2  I ´ filteredÆ, F , G : I → R´¼f, H : I → Ab´ (F,G)−V filteredXÚ, K : I → Ab´ G− filteredXÚ, ¿ coli−→mF = (A, αi),
coli−→mG = (B, βi), coli−→mH = (M, ρi), coli−→mK = (M
′, ρ′i). é?¿ i ∈ obI ,  ξ :
M ×N →M ⊗B N , ξi : H(i) ×K(i) → H(i) ⊗G(i) K(i)´ÜþN, K3 F−
filteredXÚ L : I → Ab, é?¿ i ∈ obI , k L(i) = H(i) ⊗G(i) K(i), é?¿ i,
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